
A Pint of Light

When I overheard my father say this
was his favourite drink, I imagined his body
filled with a helpless light. Years later

I watched him pour out the disappointing
truth, but still couldn’t let it go: I’d dream
he was trailing home from the pub singing

against the dark, and each step he stepped,
each breath he breathed, each note he sang
turned somehow into light and light and light.

    John Glenday

Adam

This is not all your own work.
The light that has hollowed
you out is virginal, like rain
not yet touched by the earth,
milky and lush with birdsong
and the soft slow hush
of suppressed engines.  It’s
as if you still can’t quite believe
yourself, the industry
and fieldwork of your ribs,
their alarming spaciousness 
like the first draft of a person.

   Lesley Saunders

Night Swimming

That august day was weirdly lit: heat built, 
lawns turned the purple of welsh slate 

and a forecast storm never came. Bees trod 
the pollen-loaded blooms, a butterfly opened 

in the sunflower’s eye, voices drifted from a room 
where writers wandered towards themselves. 

The best was this: that evening you proposed 
the waves, so we five met to cram the car 

with towels and bright eyes. At midnight, below 
the castle on the rock, I waded the path 

of the moon, laid my cheek to the cold black, 
kicked and stroked home.

           Roy Marshall
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Rock Plain Boxing Club

I dream about the Rock Plain Boxing Club.
Wake up anguished 
by its non existence.
I cry for the respected founder 
who will never channel the town’s young men.
The august officials 
who will never holler seconds out.
The local lightweight hero
who will never box me to life.

    Tammy Adams



Sunlight

Made since four-and-a-half billion BC
One hundred per cent natural ingredients
Free at the point of delivery
Not on comparison sites
No service charge and maintenance-free
Comes filtered by the Earth’s atmosphere
Effective source of vitamin D
Available in all colours except black
Covered by five-billion-year guarantee
Average customer review five out of five stars
Rainbows an add-on at no extra fee
Other lights are available

           Rick Rycroft

How She Wrote Your Name

First with a sparkler, a flick of the wrist
In the dark back gardens of November.
Once more with a bare heel curving the sand
At Robin Hood’s Bay where ringed plovers passed.
A four inch brush ahead of the roller,
Magenta on a virgin bedroom wall.
Her first show in a white cube gallery;
The crackle and buzz of luminous tubes,
A click of a switch, your name in neon,
Light waves of love flooding the room.

                Russ Berry

Night Sky

We never thought to learn the names of stars,
they were just places light once found a home. 
But now you’re gone, I need to know 
which one you’ve become. 
Are you hidden in Lupus, Orion,
Cassiopeia? Perched like an egret 
on the back of Pegasus? Flying to Pyxis,
Equuleus? Are you kissing the Seven Sisters? 
Giving them hope? Is it their love 
you’re coaxing into being now?
Tell me, so I can aim my telescope.
There is so much dark. 

    Rosie Jackson
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Spell

In candlelight I found
                                 your fingerprints
on the cover
of the lemon-yellow novel
you sent me;
one by one
with the tip of my tongue
I have lifted
                   them
clean.
Now you are mine
                              forever.

   Ruth Roberts Owen



Riverside

little bones
on the shore, 
clay pipes, egg sacs, crockery

bones laid out like runes

and the children dreaming
deeper into their, 
deeper into their - 

something
out there in the waving 

surfaces
stitched with light,
something coming forward, retreating -

         Sarah Westcott

Pale

I was taught always to scarf and brim my head, soon learned 
to huggermug the dark side of a street, seek alleyways 
and parasols, to love a cityscape, its towerblocks, its shade.
         
Through awning-ed glass I’ve watched the worshippers of heat 
go out bareheaded, naked-faced at mid-day screwing up their eyes, 
revering, relishing the glare. Had I the voice, I’d tell them lift 
a heavy stone, find hidden roots there, flattened flesh grown white;

I’d have them stumble sun-blind into caves, shine torches
into subterranean pools to see the little fishes glimmer, 
iridescent, dart and fleet, beautiful, as pale as sugar.

          Susan Utting
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After I got over the shock of the sheer 
number of entries, I succumbed rapidly to 
encouragement that so many people had 
taken up this great wee challenge to create 
poems of no more than 15 lines, addressing 
the theme of ‘Light’ and bound for a beermat. 
Limitation and specificity can sometimes 
be our greatest ally in writing new stuff; 
indeed, can be the very inspiration behind 
poetry which might otherwise go unwritten. 
So the sheer variety of form and slanted light 
evident here made the experience of Judging 
the competition a very enjoyable one indeed. 

It was fascinating to see how some poets 
approached the subject from surprisingly 
askance angles and how others archly took 
on the overall brief directly with a barefaced 
cheek that made me smile. There was some 
great poetry in here, some very good poetry 
indeed and some entertainingly barmy stuff; 
all of which was a pleasure to read. NOTE 
to contestants: so pleasurable was the process 
that all poems were read at least twice and 
some, towards the end of the judging process, 
got read up to six or seven times. In the first 

round of judging, some poems appropriately 
caught the light of recognition just as I was 
setting them aside, moving me to pick them 
up again to re-read and see what I thought I 
might have missed. Poetry can function like 
that: the odd turn of phrase, piece of music 
or image can just refract a pinprick beam of 
recognition and come alive for you in that 
moment.

If I had any advice to offer it would be 
this: BEWARE ADJECTIVES! They are the 
siren song that can lure you away from the 
one true light of your poem. All the best stuff 
here recognised the dangers of the overfull 
line and exhibited a crafted restraint which 
left space in their poems for the light to shine 
through. Am I staying on message here? 

Which brings me to the winning poems. 
There are going to be some justifiably 
disappointed poets out there who sent in 
some very good poems, indeed. You’ll not 
know just how close some of you came to 
being in the top 10 poems, that is one of the 
most frustrating things about competitions of 
this sort and, having experienced this feeling 

more often than not, I can only empathise 
with you. However, I’m confident that the 
winning efforts deserve to be there for their 
many merits as they appear to this judge.

The seven Commended poems all pushed 
the top three hard for the prize money and 
on another day may themselves have, in the 
current parlance ‘medalled’.

Adjudicator’s Report
By Martin Malone

‘Adam’ –By going all the way back to 
the beginning, this poem manages to address 
the competition’s main theme whilst taking 
in creation, gender, nature and the meta-text 
of its own written genesis. I could, myself, 
write so much more in praise of this poem but 
I shall leave it with the observation that it has 
genuine Wow Factor. 

 ‘A Pint of Light’ – Dualities of meaning 
are again what leavens this poem; an affecting 
view of a father through the eyes of his 
child’s retained ideal. In just nine short lines 
the poem manages to cram in an entire life, 
a paternal relationship, an on-message play 
on the competition’s theme word and vivid 
descriptions of pub-going habits. Within that, 
we see the shifting perceptions of a maturing 
child and a most unusual thing: the refusal to 
accept a loss of idealism in the face of greater 
knowledge.

‘Night Swimming’ – I had to set aside my 
love of the REM track of the same name but, 
on another day, this poem could so easily 
have won the competition. It’s a fine example 
of how a poem can be clinched without 
any over-heavy adjectival support but just 
through the telling telling of details loaded 
with quiet resonance and duality of meaning. 
Some astonishingly good images and subtle 

shifts that take the poem deftly through its 
paces to that final image. 

‘Rock Plain Boxing Club’ – approached 
the subject in such  an askance way that I 
missed its cheeky connection to the theme at 
first. I confess, I enjoyed the poem and set it 
aside to maybe follow up for The Interpreter’s 
House. Then the old welterweight in me 
noticed the the local hero’s weight category 
and just had to have it. 

‘How She Wrote Your Name’ – A poem 
that seriously flirted with my top 3, it’s a 
fairly rare thing: the list poem that doesn’t 
feel like a list poem. That this is so is really 
down to the skill and discrimination of the 
poet who beautifully develops the poem’s 
central conceit (a good example of a well-
chosen title doing a lot of good work upfront). 

‘Night Sky’ – I loved the opening two 
lines of this poem in particular and from such 
a strong beginning the poem delivers on its 
plaintive exploration of a lost love’s lightborn 
objective correlative. Another confident and 
deftly-rendered poem with no little grace. 

‘Spell’ – manages to be both sinister and 
tender at the same time or in whichever light 
you read it. Which ticks my poetry box. It 

has a confident and sure-footed quality of 
economy and phrasing which put me in mind 
of a randy William Carlos Williams.

‘Sunlight’ – was a cheekily simple 
and direct tongue-in-cheek take upon the 
competition theme rendered though the idiom 
of contemporary sales talk. It’s a poem which 
would make me smile over my pint whilst 
reading a beermat.

‘Pale’ – And interesting. A hymn to the 
moon-tanned. I loved some of the words used 
in this poem ‘huggermug’ and ‘brim’. Verbs 
are so important and can energise a poem; 
they’re opportunities to surprise the reader 
and this poem demonstrates this. I love its 
inverse take upon the competition theme; 
like a photographic negative showing light’s 
obverse.

‘Riverside’ – This poem was on my 
shortlist from very early on. It has real  
movement and a graceful development 
throughout, towards that last clinching stanza. 
The pacing and rhythm cleverly mimics the 
poems movement from the solidity of the 
seashore with its ephemeral detritus to the 
more fluid ebb-and-flow of the sea ‘stitched 
with light’. Marvellous.

General comments

Martin Malone

Comments on the finalists’ poems


